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DESCRIPTION OF THE COST ACTION
1.

S&T EXCELLENCE

1.1.

Challenge

1.1.1. Description of the Challenge (Main Aim)
The main objective of the Action is to develop and use expressive type systems as a basis for
improved programming techniques and for methods and tools to implement computer artifacts and
verify them.
Types are pervasive in programming and information technology. A type defines a formal interface
between software components, allowing the automatic verification of their connections, and greatly
enhancing the robustness and reliability of computations and communications. Type systems have
rapidly evolved over the past years, becoming more sophisticated, capturing new aspects of the
behaviour of programs and the dynamics of their execution. This COST Action will give a strong
impetus to research on type theory and its many applications in computer science, by promoting
(1) the synergy between theoretical computer scientists, logicians and mathematicians to develop
new foundations for type theory, based on the recent development of “homotopy type theory”, (2)
the joint development of type theoretic tools as proof assistants and integrated programming
environments, (3) the study of dependent types for programming and its deployment in software
development, (4) the study of dependent types for verification and its deployment in software
analysis and verification. The Action will also tie together these different areas and promote crossfertilisation.
Europe has a strong type theory community, ranging from foundational research to applications in
programming languages, verification and theorem proving, which is in urgent need of better
networking. A COST Action that crosses the borders will support the collaboration between groups
and complementary expertise, and mobilise the critical mass of existing type theory research
1.1.2. Relevance and timeliness
Modern society depends on complicated information systems that are vital for its functioning. In
particular
• software systems include more and more features that need to be combined seamlessly with one
another,
• the demands for software, notably its robustness and security, have raised,
• the complexity of models for natural phenomena that are used by scientists, grows,
• organisations employ progressively more complicated schemes of work, controlled by complex
software systems.
As a result of size growth, the information processes in organisations, the interactions in scientific
models, and the information flow in software systems become increasingly more difficult to manage
and control. Sometimes seemingly innocent changes cause inconsistencies that only become
apparent after many years of doing unspotted damage.
The rapid evolution of ICT and the dependency of society on ICT creates a demand for new methods
to control global properties of the ICT systems (programs, business processes, scientific models
etc.) by means of local constraints. Type theory provides such a set of methods. Types can be used
to locally express intended properties that can then be aggregated – by a type checking procedure
– to guarantee consistency of the global system.
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Type systems are already used in some form in modern programming languages to guarantee
specific properties of software. Still, there is a lot to be gained for programmers by using more
powerful dependent type systems, making types a useful support to their everyday tasks, enhancing
their productivity and the correctness of their programs. The research questions of this Action focus
on how to further dependent type theory in the direction of practical deployment for programming
and software verification.
The central research questions are
1. What is equality between data types in presence of rich dependent data types?
2. How to develop dependent type theory into a basis for an integrated environment for proving and
programming, that combines (certified) programming, specifying, modelling and verification?
3. How to develop formalisations and certifications of industrially used software and programming
languages?
4. How to capture non-functional behaviour of systems and software, like complexity and security
in dependent type theory?
Each of these research questions is both very relevant and very timely. The first question is about
interoperability: Two software components may have slightly different interfaces, so they cannot be
just put together naively, but an extra layer of translation makes them “equal”. This is a common
situation which appears both in small-scale programs and development of large systems. The
answer to this question requires a study and revisit of the foundations of dependent type theory.
These have recently gained a strong impetus by the development of homotopy type theory, an
exciting new theoretical advancement that relates type theory and homotopy theory, discovered
independently by Steven Awodey, Michael Warren and the Fields medallist Vladimir Voevodsky.
Homotopy type theory provides important new insights into the nature of equality, and more
generally equivalence.
As for the second question, the Coq system is a software tool for the interactive development of
formal proofs. Coq is based on dependent type theory and received the 2013 ACM Software system
Award and the 2013 ACM SIGPLAN Programming Languages Software award for its “profound
impact on research on programming languages and systems, making it possible to extend
foundational approaches to unprecedented levels of scale and confidence, and transfer them to
realistic programming languages and tools”. A question is how to fundamentally improve the
automation and proof methodologies, and how to make use of new (faster) implementation
architectures, to enhance the “user experience” of type theory based proof assistants.
As for the third question, a team led by Georges Gonthier has recently formalised and checked the
FeitThompson proof of the odd-order theorem, which is a significant result in group theory. A team
led by Xavier Leroy has formally checked a complete C compiler. This suggests that the technology
is in principal ready for large scale use. Now is the time to get industry and end users engaged in
this technology and to study how to apply this to large scale joint software development projects.
As for the fourth question, modern dependent type systems allow a full functional specification of the
behaviour of programs, in such a way that a well typed program is guaranteed to behave correctly
by construction. But there are other important correctness constraints we put on software, such as
memory usage, time complexity and security. Recent theoretical advancements show that we can
also use types to express these properties. A question is how to integrate these into one powerful
and usable dependent type theory.

1.2.

Specific objectives
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1.2.1. Research Coordination Objectives
The main research coordination objective of this Action is to give a strong impetus to the research
on type theory for programming and verification, to support certified software, providing languages
and tools for programming software systems and checking their properties, and to support the
computerisation of mathematical knowledge using these expressive typed languages. Some
concrete research coordination objectives are:
• Sharing scientific knowledge and promoting international collaboration on designing type systems.
• Create European web-gateway for type theory, including resources like websites, working papers,
PhD theses, and other technical and scientific material, applications and manuals; a directory of
scientists interested in the field; a calendar of events and news, etc.
• Development of a common solution to the issue of equality in dependent type theory.
• To provide computer implementations of the latest type theoretic methods, in proof assistants and
dependently typed programming languages, to be made available to the general community.
• Comparison between various implementations of dependent type theory and the study of possible
shared exchange formats.
• Joint development of certified software.
• Knowledge transfer to industrial partners and stakeholders, via participation in e.g. working groups
meetings, training schools and specially organised knowledge transfer events.
1.2.2. Capacity-building Objectives
Europe has a highly productive and scientifically visible type theory community, encompassing over
25 groups with strong expertise, covering foundations and application in programming languages
and proof assistants. The European type theory community is lacking a systematic EU-funded
effort supporting contacts and networking. In the past there have been Types related Esprit BRAs,
Esprit WGs and a Coordination Action (Types, 2004-2008)
These actions have all been very successful, but since 2008 no more funding for networking is
available in Europe for type theoretic research. In recent years, research on types has progressed
rapidly, continuously offering new and unexpected perspectives on potential applications and
opening innovative research directions.
Several COST countries individually contribute national funds to type theory related research, but
they do not cover European cooperation. The proposed Action will fill this gap. It is complementary
to existing national research programs, not duplicating any. Its scope is to help all European groups
active in type theory network together, thus fostering a concerted European scientific effort.
The Action has the following capacity-building objectives:
1. To coordinate the European research activities on type theory and its deployment in programming
languages and verification tools
2. To act as a stakeholder platform for the field of type theory.
3. To stimulate and support the application for joint cross national research projects.
4. Actively seeking to increase the participation of female researchers into the Action.
5. Strategically: strengthening the world leadership of the European community in this crucial field.

1.3.

Progress beyond the state-of-the-art and Innovation Potential

1.3.1. Description of the state-of-the-art
State of the art in programming When they write code, programmers necessarily rely on certain
assumptions about the environment in which their code operates. These assumptions are usually
expressed by documentation that is not verified against actual code and additional annotations that
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are verified against the code either dynamically or statically. Most of the industrial strength
programming languages (e.g. Java, C, C++ etc.) use a form of statically checkable types. he
presence of static types gives the programmers the advantage that simple mistakes in the code can
be detected at compile time.
More refined type systems can give stronger guarantees that specific kinds of error are missing from
the code (e.g. leaking of secret data to an insecure channel, referencing un- allocated memory;
appropriately adapted region types could even prevent the Heartbleed bug). Nowadays programs
must be prepared to run in multiple threads to take advantage of the full computational power of
multicore design of contemporary computer processors. This results in greater demands on ways to
automatically check consistency of data manipulations done by programs. Functional programming
languages with strong types such as Haskell or F# give the necessary consistency checks and turn
out to be very efficient in dealing with parallelisation of programs. This feature is recognised by
industrial developers of programming languages and as a result more aspects of functional
programming languages are integrated with industrial ones (e.g.lambda expressions in Java 8; the
language Swift recently proposed by Apple has all design features of a typical functional
programming language etc.).
State-of-the-art in type-based program verification There are various approaches to program
verification. A successful one is automatic static analysis, which can find bugs in software and
prove soem properties of the software fully automatically. Type systems such as the Calculus of
Inductive Constructions (Coq, Matita), Higher-order Logic (HOL4) or Martin-Lo¨ f Type Theory
(Agda) have enough strength to model and express all possible properties of code. This feature
has been exploited by two recent attempts to develop big software developments with their essential
functional properties proved with mathematical accuracy.
• CompCert is a project in which an optimising compiler for a reasonably big subset of C, one of the
most popular industrial strength programming languages. It is proved in this project with help of the
Coq proof assistant that a translation expressed in the programming language available within Coq
preserves possible behaviours of the C source code.
• seL4 is a project in which an operating system micro-kernel written in C was proved in HOL4 to
realise its functional specifications and that its abstract access control model of capabilities gives
the necessary security guarantees.
These efforts demonstrate that type systems make it possible, even in industrial context, to develop
software artifacts that give the highest possible level of assurance for their properties (seL4 can be
used as part of Common Criteria EAL 7 certified systems).
1.3.2. Progress beyond the state-of-the-art
We aim at progressing beyond the state of the art in dependent type theory on various points.
• There are strong desires to add features to CIC (the dependent type theory of the Coq system),
for example function extensionality, classical logic, quotient structures and a more perspicuous
treatment of reasoning modulo equivalence. In type theory, these principles should be treated in
a computationally meaningful way. We aim to develop the proper rules for this, using ideas from
homotopy type theory.
• One can express the full functional specification of a program as a formula using dependent type
theory, and then from a proof one can extract a program. We aim to push this method further by
enhancing dependently typed pattern matching, by allowing more programs than just structural
recursive ones, by starting from a program and reconstructing the specification, by allowing
programs that also use non purely functional constructs, . . .
• Automation is still a bottle neck for proof assistant technology. We aim to considerably enhance
the automation by combining logic-based automation techniques (SMT, resolution,) with statistical
methods (machine learning).
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• The expressivity of type theory does not limit itself to purely functional properties of programs.
Using types one can express security properties as well as other non-functional properties such as
worst-case execution time and memory footprint. These are becoming more and more relevant in
software verification and we aim to develop new concepts in type theory to capture non-functional
properties of programs.
1.3.3. Innovation in tackling the challenge
The solutions to the research challenges will lead to important innovations in software development
and formalisation of mathematics:
• We obtain strongly typed programming languages where programming, specification and
verification go hand in hand.
• We obtain a much higher level of proof-automation, so that the efforts associated with verification
tasks are reduced and more predictable.
• Strong typing disciplines create different levels of abstractions in formalisations to make it possible
to reason without excess of features that are not relevant for the particular verification task (but may
be critical for some other ones).
Successful research in this area will lead to dramatic innovations in the practice of software
development.

1.4.

Added value of networking

1.4.1. In relation to the Challenge
The research on type theory in Europe is quite scattered: researchers from different backgrounds
are interested in type theory and are developing type systems for their own purposes: computer
scientists with a background in programming, formal verification or computer mathematics, but also
logicians, mathematicians and theoretical linguists. Even though they all have their own interests it
is clear that there is a lot one can learn from each other and cross fertilisation will certainly be
profitable to the field in general. One example of this is the recent discovery of an unexpected
correspondence between type theory and the mathematical branch of homotopy theory (giving rise
to so called homotopy type theory). Homotopy type theory provides important new insights about
equivalences and new methods can be imported from homotopy theory, a mature branch of
mathematics.
The further development of type theory for programming and verification will profit immensely from
a COST Action that brings together these different researchers, from a large variety of countries in
Europe and from the US, with their own background, to define a shared research agenda and share
results, methods and tools.
A very important asset of the type theory community are the proof assistant tools that are used for
formalising mathematics, theorem proving and dependently typed programming. Coq is the most
prominent tool, based on dependent types, but there’s also Agda, Matita and (very experimental)
Epigram. Furthermore, there are the systems that are based on a non-dependently typed system
Isabelle and the HOL family, and finally there’s the system Mizar, which is based on set theory and
focuses purely on the formalisation of mathematics. It is clear that the future of proof assistants lies
in a fruitful cross fertilisation of ideas from the various systems. The COST Action will bring together
researchers from all these systems to further the development of interactive proof assistants for
programming and verification.
There are already 28 groups covering 14 COST countries (+ 3 groups from the COST International
partner US) interested in this Action, and other groups are welcome to join. With a modest
investment, this COST Action will pull together the types community in Europe, federating the work
of people coming from disperse areas of computer science, specialists of programming languages,
of automated proving, of certified software, of linguistics, as well as mathematicians ready to
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embrace the challenge of computerising the mathematical knowledge. The Action will organise the
forum where new inter-European partnerships will naturally develop.
1.4.2. In relation to existing efforts at European and/or international level
The Action will coordinate the research that takes place in various nationally-funded projects in
European countries.
The following current EU FP7 or EU COST projects are thematically related to this Action to some
extent.
• EU COST BETTY (Behavioural Types for Reliable Large-Scale Software Systems) focuses on
types for distributed, collaborative and communication-centred systems. This overlaps somewhat
with the present Action and some proposers of this Action are also part of BETTY. Our Action aims
at a further reaching role of types, to be used in the whole software development chain, covering a
wider range of uses of types and aiming at both programming itself and on the modelling of the
environment in which the program operates. We will establish working contacts between BETTY and
this Action.
• EU COST ACROSS (Autonomous Control for a Reliable Internet of Services) aims at the
development of autonomous control methods and algorithms for a reliable and quality-aware Internet
of Services. The reliability concerns are the same, but the approaches are quite different. We will
establish contacts to explore synergies and possibilities for cross-fertilisation.
• EU FP7 ANIKETOS (Secure Development of Trustworthy Composable Services, 2010 - 2014) and
EU FP7 ASCENS (Autonomic Service-Component Ensembles, 2010 -2014) are two EU projects
that have just finished and also focus on verification and reliability. We already have initiated contact
with these projects and will be able to use their results and use cases for our methods.

2. IMPACT
2.1.

Expected Impact

2.1.1. Short-term and long-term scientific, technological, and/or socioeconomic impacts
There are various companies in Europe that are convinced that formal verification plays a key role
in differentiating its products from the competitors. These companies are keen to pioneer new
software development processes that incorporate formal verification. Formal verification is ripe for
industrial application, and the Action aims to make happen the transit from academia to industry by
bringing together expertise from academia and industry. Once a company adds the competitiveness
through formal verification, its competitors are forced to follow. This will in turn accelerate the
technology transfer and produce employment, e.g. more and more companies will open formal
verification labs, increasing the flow in human resource from academia to industry.
So, in the long term, this research will have a deep and broad impact on the practice of software
development, and furthermore on various research fields which include programming languages,
modelling, specification and verification of computer components and the large scale computerformalisation of mathematics.
The short term outcome of this research is the development of computer systems for programming,
modelling and proving. These systems enable the development of programs that provably meet the
full formal specification of their behaviour.
More concretely, the research in this Action will have the following direct impact
• An improved program certification chain. The certification of code from a formally-checked
specification expressed in a source language such as C, Java or ML to their effective executable
code will be vastly improved
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• Types for compositionality and re-use. Strong type information defines precise interfaces and thus
supports building large repositories of trusted software products. The flexibility of type systems will
be enhanced, creating tools that are more intelligent in understanding informal mathematics.
• Large scale proof automation. Libraries of formal, machine understandable information demand
large scale automation, requiring an integration of semantic search, automated theorem proving and
machine learning methods.
• Interactive development environments for certified software. A programming environment which
supports smooth writing and execution of richly-typed programs; this asks for complex human
computer interaction techniques and seamless integration of natural language proofs and formal
proofs.

2.2.

Measures to Maximise Impact

2.2.1. Plan for involving the most relevant stakeholders
Stakeholders to help the Action plan having a larger impact he MC will decide on the outreach
and dissemination strategy of the Action and direct the dissemination activities to the following target
groups:
1. Researchers in the field of types directly involved in the Action;
2. Researchers as well in the academic world as in industry, active in the same and related fields
who are not directly involved in the Action;
3. Undergraduate and PhD students;
4. Software developers in the area of certified programming and system verification;
5. Opinion formers, European-level and regional-level Research Policy decision-makers;
6. National and European funding agencies;
7. Media: scientific and non-scientific press, digital media and TV;
8. Other European Cooperation projects, Networks of Excellence;
9. International channels such as, e.g., ICTP/UNESCO which reach researchers of developing
countries;
10. The general public, including high-school classes.
2.2.2. Dissemination and/or Exploitation Plan
Adapted strategy The content of the dissemination activities will be adapted to the needs of these
specific groups:
a. Highly specialised and technical scientific contents and tools: this category encompasses all
scientific achievements of the Action research groups and especially the research highlights, whose
dissemination will be crucial for types researchers in target group 1 and 2.
b. Technical news and highlights: news concerning the opening of new positions, the organisation
of conferences, schools and workshops, highlights of the freshly published papers in the field will
constitute a basic tool for the everyday work of the Action researchers.
c. Selected scientific and technical contents and tools for outreach, training and education: a
selection of key works and seminal papers accompanied by other introductory material will focus
target groups 3 and 4.
d. Statistical data: this information will characterise several aspects of the output of the Action and
will be an excellent self-evaluation tool. Some statistics about the participants of the meetings, the
published papers, the collaborations among the Action groups and contacts with other communities
will be helpful for targets 5 and 6 to size and evaluate the types community.
e. Broad impact information for general audience: non-technical articles treating the hot topics in
types will help people pertaining to targets 7 to 10 to get the flavour of the activities carried out by
the researchers and their potential impact on industry and society.
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Tools The key tools for disseminating the scientific achievements are the joint publications in peerreviewed journals, book chapters, symposia proceedings, and communications to international
conferences, plus the software tools that are developed. The website will be a central pillar of the
dissemination plan, providing information about the Action itself, the management structure, contact
details, and documents about events, training schools, publications, job/project opportunities,
reports, and manuals. Statistical data, including item d, will be available in the open-access part of
the web site. Mailing lists for the committees and members of WGs will allow information exchange
at each level. Technical news and highlights (item b), will be delivered as a periodic (electronic)
newsletter.
Training will be covered by schools plus lectures given by leading scientists during the Action
meetings. Training in advanced techniques of science communication will be included in the
activities targeting early-career investigators. The material of the lectures will be available on the
Action website. Non-technical articles, press releases and invitations for media exposure (when
appropriate) will contribute to dissemination to the general public (item e).

2.3.

Potential for Innovation versus Risk Level

2.3.1. Potential for scientific, technological and/or socioeconomic innovation breakthroughs
The Action proposes short term and long term innovations in methods, tools and techniques for
software development. In case these tools and techniques will have a real big impact in the software
development industry, this would be a major breakthrough with high innovation potential. various
companies strongly believe that the new methods for certified programming that we develop will give
them a major benefit in competitiveness. In case the impact is less pervasive than these companies
believe, these tools and techniques will still be very valuable for high end applications, where a large
investment is warranted to get software completely free of errors.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
3.1.

Description of the Work Plan

3.1.1.

Description of Working Groups

The Action is structured into four themes, that each have a Working Group:
1. Theoretical Foundations
2. Type-theoretic tools
3. Types for programming
4. Types for verification
Working Group 1: Theoretical Foundations
Objectives The research in Working Group 1 focuses on type theory as a foundational lan- guage
for expressing concepts from computer science and mathematics with the specific aim to improve
programming and to enhance the certification of computer systems. There are strong desires to add
features to the most used type theory (of Coq): Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC), for
example function extensionality, classical logic, quotient structures and a more perspicuous
treatment of reasoning modulo equivalence. These need to be studied further. A recent exciting
theoretical advancement is the relationship between type theory and homotopy theory, which
provides important new insights into the nature of equality, and more generally equivalence. While
this may seem a trivial problem, it is a central problem in the development of software and systems.
For instance, two software components may have slightly different interoperability interfaces, so they
cannot be just put together naively, but an extra layer of translation makes them compatible. This is
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a common ituation which appears both in small-scale programs and development of large systems.
Such translations between interfaces are called equivalences in type theory. Homotopy type theory
provides important new insights about equivalences and new methods can be imported from
homotopy theory, a mature branch of mathematics. While the subject is quite young, it has received
extraordinary attention both in the mathematical and computer-science communities. It is clear at
present that just the potential increase in interoperability of software and communication systems
warrants its development. This fundamental research will directly feed into the work of WG2.
Another objective is to enhance the flexibility and expressivity of dependent types. One can express
the full functional specification of a program using a dependent type. A question is how far one can
push this as a methodology for certified programming, to be developed in WG3 and WG4. It is well
known that using types one can express security properties as well as other non-functional
properties such as worst-case execution time and memory footprint. These are becoming more and
more relevant in software verification and WG1 will seek to develop new concepts in type theory to
capture non-functional properties of programs.
Tasks:
1. To study and further evelop the dependent type theory that is on the basis of type theory based
proof assistants, notably taking into account the recent ideas from homotopy type theory that may
have a deep impact on the way we deal with isomorphic structures.
2. To study dependent type theory as a basis for an integrated environment for certified
programming, that combines programming, specifying, modelling and proving. (Re- lated to WG2)
3. To develop type-theoretic mechanisms to capture non-functional behaviour of systems and
software. (Related to WG3)
Activities:
1. In year 1: set up the Working Group; have a joint meeting; define its research agenda.
2. In years 2, 3, 4: joint meeting of the WG; report on the progress in light of the research agenda;
discuss and adapt the research agenda if needed
Milestones and Major Deliverables At the end of each year, there is a Milestone with as major
deliverables:
1. Minutes of the WG meeting
2. List of output of the past year
3. Research agenda
Working Group 2: Type-theoretic tools Modern type theories form the basis of sophisticated
platforms that integrate specification and programming with methodologies and tools for the
verification of programs. The key is that type theory provides a unified language that subsumes the
basic features of programming languages and the expressiveness of a (higher order) logic. The need
to integrate a programming platform (that is already a complex, interactive environment) with
additional tools and techniques for formal verification and maintenance, makes a combined platform
for programming and proving a very complex artifact. These combined platforms are known as proof
assistants, with Coq, HOL4, and Isabelle being important and popular examples. Within this COST
Action the objective is to further develop of proof assistants along various directions.
First we need to addresses the distance between the low-level machine-checkable formal languages
and informal mathematics which work by a systematic overloading of symbols and frequent contextdependent notational abuses. Also, to adopt good and robust methodologies for proof development,
would require repositories of formalised knowledge to be organised out of small modular
components, Some of the features of strongly typed higher-order logics, and in particular the direct
manipulation of functions, can be profitably used. Also, there is indeed a constant desire to improve
the automation mechanisms available to the user to do proofs. The exploitation of large repositories
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of machine understandable information seems to require an integration of semantic search,
automated theorem proving and machine learning techniques. Proof assistants are complex
applications, with a highly structured and involved architecture. Improving the modularity of their
design by better encapsulating key activities, like the management of higher order terms, unification,
backtracking and so on, is a major research issue.
Tasks:
1. Develop methods for high-level human computer communication and implement these in better
user interfaces.
2. Improve library reuse and modularity.
3. Techniques for stronger proof automation using machine learning.
4. Deployment of advanced system architecture and parallelisation.
Activities:
1. In year 1: set up the Working Group; have a joint meeting; define its research agenda.
2. In years 2, 3, 4: joint meeting of the WG; report on the progress in light of the research agenda;
discuss and adapt the research agenda if needed.
Milestones and Major Deliverables At the end of each year, there is a Milestone with as major
deliverables:
1. Minutes of the WG meeting
2. List of output of the past year
3. Research agenda
Working Group 3: Types for programming
Type-based programming increases the
security, reliability, resilience and reusability of software as evidenced by the increasingly popularity
of strongly typed languages and the widespread use of types in applied programming language
research. The notion of type-based programming includes programming languages that provide
strong type systems that are either checked statically (Java, Haskell, Agda, ML) or dynamically
(Scheme) and to a limited extend also untyped languages (JavaScript, Tcl, PHP) that can only be
analysed by third party tools, as well as software engineering practises that use type theory. This
working group will work on the following tasks.
Tasks:
1. The design, study and deployment in a concrete programming environment of type theories that
capture other roperties beyond functional correctness, for example, resource usage, matching
communications, secure multi-party computation, and modularity. (Related to WG1)
2. Design and deployment of new strongly typed programming languages, update of existing
languages with refined type systems based on the findings of this work group.
3. Automated reasoning tools and proof assistants, including type inference (possibly also for
untyped code), program synthesis, and matching (for example to retrieve a piece of code from a
library that should satisfy a given specification).
Activities:
1. In year 1: set up the Working Group; have a joint meeting; define its research agenda.
2. In years 2, 3, 4: joint meeting of the WG; report on the progress in light of the research agenda;
discuss and adapt the research agenda if needed.
Milestones and Major Deliverables At the end of each year, there is a Milestone with as major
deliverables:
1. Minutes of the WG meeting
2. List of output of the past year
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3. Research agenda
Working Group 4: Types for verification The study and development of type based verification
systems aims at expressing and optimising the verification tasks in terms of existing strong type
systems such as the Calculus of Inductive Constructions, Martin-Lo f type theory or Higher-Order
Logic. This can be divided into several themes such as
1. formalisations of industrial program languages and their specification languages in different type
based verification environments,
2. proof automation techniques specific for the formal verification (verification condition generators,
proof tactics etc.)
3. higher-level logics that make it easier to express and verify particular properties of interest in
program verification.
Activities:
1. In year 1: set up the Working Group; have a joint meeting; define its research agenda.
2. In years 2, 3, 4: joint meeting of the WG; report on the progress in light of the research agenda;
discuss and adapt the research agenda if needed.
Milestones and Major Deliverables At the end of each year, there is a Milestone with as major
deliverables:
1. Minutes of the WG meeting
2. List of output of the past year
3. Research agenda
3.1.2. GANTT Diagram
Work Plan
Quarter
WG1
WG2
WG3
WG4
MC, CG meetings
STSM
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X
X
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X
X
X
X
X
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X

X
X
X

Milestones There are 4 milestones:
M1 (end of Year 1): State-of-the-art reports by each WG. First Annual Report by each WG. First
Annual Report of the Action. Published proceedings of the first conference. Published tutorial
material from the first Training School.
M2 (end of Year 2): Second Annual Report by each WG. Second Annual Report of the Action.
Published proceedings of the second conference. Published tutorial material from the second
Training School.
M3 (end of Year 3): Third Annual Report by each WG. Third Annual Report of the Action.
Published proceedings of the third conference. Published tutorial material from the third Training
School.
M4 (end of Year 4): Final report by each WG. Final report of the Action. Published proceedings
of the fourth conference. Published tutorial material from the fourth Training School.
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These milestones will enable the MC to monitor the progress of the Action towards the achievement
of its objectives, and to plan changes in the work programme if necessary. The duration of the Action
is 4 years. The Action will begin with a kick-off meeting
3.1.3. PERT Chart (optional)
3.1.4. Risk and Contingency Plans
There are various risks in the workplan that we aim to counter using the management structure we
outline below. We list the risks we see here, and how we will counter these.
• There is not enough cooperation to reach the objectives. Plan: We will elect WG chairs to take care
of the cooperation within the WGs; we monitor the progress closely, at least on a yearly basis at the
Milestones.
• There is not enough involvement of end users. Plan: the MC will monitor this closely throughout
the project; this will be a topic on the annual meeting.

3.2.

Management structures and procedures

The Action will be coordinated by the Management Committee (MC), which will consist of a Chair,
who is also the coordinator of the Action, a Vice-Chair and representatives from each of the
participating countries. All research activities of the Action members will be carried out and funded
by internal resources of the participating groups, with COST supporting only the coordination,
networking, and dissemination activities. To achieve the Action objectives effectively, coordination
will involve:
Action management: The MC will set up and manage the network, elect the key persons, discuss
the achievements and the problems encountered, and plan future activities according to the
objectives and workplan in order to achieve the Action objectives. It will report to the COST
Association on a regular basis according to what is necessary for monitoring and assessment of the
Action and the financial reporting. The MC will appoint a Core Group (CG) to assure rapid, efficient
and flexible coordination of the Action. The CG will consist of the MC Chair and vice-Chair, the WG
Leaders, the STSM Coordinator, and the Gender Balance Coordinator. The CG will prepare all
relevant documents for the MC meetings and decide who which parts of the actions are entitled for
reimbursement. The CG will see to the exploitation of the outcome of the Action and will have an
exploitation plan balancing the Open Access and the relevant IPR created within the Action.
Dissemination management: Regarding dissemination and exploitation of knowledge the CG will
make a dissemination plan which will enforce the impact of the Action. The dissemination plan will
include the sharing of knowledge between the participant, general public and other stakeholders.
There will be an Outreach Coordinator to supervise website, joint publications, scientific highlights.
Working Group Meetings: Each WG will be coordinated by a chair and a vice-chair appointed by
the MC, with the responsibility for organisation, coordination, networking and reporting. WGs will
also provide the scientific input to the annual reports and the periodic outreach activity. The scientific
programs of the four WGs will be carried out in close cross-correlation. The participation of groups
in more than one WG will be encouraged. The existing cross-links between WGs will extend in the
course of the Action, thus maximising the impact of the Action itself. An upgrade of the WG structure
may be implemented at the mid-term meeting, if the MC identifies clear benefits for the ongoing
Action plan.
Short-Term Scientific Missions: The STSMs Coordinator will coordinate the STSMs. She/he will
be responsible of overseeing the STSM-implementation plan, prepare the annual selection and
review process of the STSMs. Operative decisions on the STSM will be taken by the CG and
reported to the MC. STSMs are primarily intended for PhD students and early-career researchers
to visit other research groups in order to acquire new expertise or to contribute their expertise to
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particular projects. They will facilitate the exchange of ideas between participating institutions and
will help PhD students and early-career investigators to develop contacts and collaborators which
will be of benefit to their later careers.
Training Schools: The Action will organise four training schools. A training Coordinator will be
responsible for the organisation of the schools. These will be aimed mainly at PhD students and
junior researchers. Courses will be contributed largely, but not exclusively, by participants in the
Action.
Website: The website of the Action will be set up at an early stage, and will be used extensively for
discussion in a collection of forum areas for the MC and each WG. The website will also be essential
for dissemination of the results of the Action.
The progress of the Action will be evaluated periodically during the MC meetings, using intermediate
brief reports on the dissemination activities and outcomes presented by the Outreach Coordinator.
The annual reports will cover the dissemination activities. These reports are in fact dissemination
tools themselves and will be made publicly available through the Action website. The dissemination
plan will be updated periodically, to strengthen specific methods, as well as to introduce new
measures. Moreover, the outreach strategy will be adapted to arising needs, like that to improve
internal and external communication processes. In particular, according to the COST rules, at the
end of the third year, the MC will produce a revised dissemination plan to be included in the annual
report.

3.3.

Network as a whole

The following 14 COST countries have actively participated in the preparation of the Action or
otherwise indicated their interest: Denmark , Estonia, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway,
Poland, Portugal, Serbia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, plus 1 COST International
Partner: United States. The group of proposers covers the main research groups in dependent type
theory in Europe and the US
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